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WHO DO WE WANT?
“We are open-minded, friendly and collaborative, driven to
provide solutions for every client, regardless of the challenge.”

Founded in Zurich in 1966, Froriep is one of the leading law firms in Switzerland, with offices in Zurich, Geneva and
Zug, as well as foreign offices in both London and Madrid, serving clients seeking Swiss law advice.

TRAINEESHIP
FRORIEP offers a 12-month traineeship to skilled and dedicated university graduates. The traineeship is conceived as
preparation for the bar examination and allows lawyer-trainees to gain their first professional experience in an international corporate law firm. We are committed to training and preparing you for your bar examination.
REQUIREMENTS AND EXPECTATIONS
Traineeships at FRORIEP are offered to university graduates who earned their degree with very promising grades. We
are looking for team players who are hard working and ready and able to take initiative. A traineeship at FRORIEP is
for those who are curious and interested in gaining new practical experience and who see complex legal issues as a
challenge. Part of our philosophy is that trainees should rapidly take on responsibility during their traineeship. Good
English skills are an advantage.
EXPERIENCE IN DIFFERENT PRACTICE TEAMS
At FRORIEP you will be working for different partners and associates with the opportunity to experience different
practice teams during your twelve months here.
PREPARATION FOR THE BAR EXAMINATION
A partner of a practice team will be your mentor during your traineeship. In addition to the practice team sessions
and the weekly lawyers lunch, the trainees take part in certain sessions designed specifically to prepare them for the
bar examination.
APPLICATION PROCESS
After we have received your application (curriculum vitae, university grades, working certificates you may have, and
a list of reference), we will schedule an interview at which one partner will be present. During this meeting you will
be able to ask questions about FRORIEP and the traineeship. After your interview, a trainee will show you around our
offices and answer any further questions you may have. We welcome applications from candidates attracted by our
dynamic working environment. Please send your application to Dr. Lucien W. Valloni, FRORIEP Legal AG, Bellerivestrasse 201, 8034 Zurich or by email to lvalloni@froriep.ch.
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